
Run 2228 BAMBOO ...LONG GRASS.....AND XXXX IN THE OLD QUARRY 

 
     Hornsby Heights was the venue for the young athletes at the old quarry ............ 
A beautiflul balmy night with  a well organised run and dinner by the very 
experienced Hare  XXXX. (are we being too kind here?).....The pack had been in 
training all week because his reputation for hard long runs was on everyone's mind , 
but on the night  he excelled himself especially as  summer is  unfortunately rapidly 
fading. 
   The large fit pack took off down the valley.......... where LITTLE SHIT, MOISHE, 
CHANGI, LIGHTNING and PAY_LING found themselves lost in a field of long 
grass depicting those in Africa ,but no lions or tigers  were seen.... only the arrival of 
JUNGLE JIM and GRAPE APE, those adventurers extraordinars , to lead the lost tribe 
out of the wilderness, saved the day. 
      Following the creek we passed a classic car wedged between two trees that even 
Hanoi Bill was heard to say he wouldn't restore.... ILLUCIFER, MR NEAT and WANKER 
managed to abseil up the steep gorge and after a steep climb out through the 
bamboo ..... PILKO, BUMCRACK and Polly worked their way home through 
the Hornsby Tafe College where they found themselves too over qualified to enrol  in any 
course. 
        Meanwhile TOOTH FAIRY, WRAPPER and KHYBER  found  a long familiar ladder 
which led them back down into the valley and on towards home to the Great Australian 
Bush BBQ. 
        Back at the bucket MAJOR DISASTER  was seen talking to a Bush Turkey and 
VIRGINUS ILLEGITIMUS commented that running and tennis on the same day 
was becoming just too much. ..... To everyones amazement ...CAREFREE felt obliged to 
congratulate XXXX on the great run and steak...... 
        KITTY LITTER ,having won several marathons ,medals and long distance runs and 
receiving no acknowledgement from the Hash ,felt maybe he should be adopted by 
CERTREPOINT as his family achiements receive much  more attention.HOARSE 
WHISPER felt very comfortable eating dinner next to a very large yellow  Bulldozer and 
GRAPE  paid for dinner from his Poker machine winnings......while YAKKITY and IAN 
were overheard discussing next weeks great bush run........ 
      So another wonderful Monday night under the stars enjoying a great meal after a 
good Hash run and well done to the Hare XXXX. 
  
NEXT WEEKS RUN 2229 

HARES: Yakkity Yak and Ian 

WHERE: Ted Horwood Reserve, Renown Road, Baulkham Hills just off the M2. 

On On: On Site 
 

 


